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Abstract

which incorporatedsmoothingfilters applied to the initial
data and to the spatial differential operator. For nonlinear hyperbolicequationsfurther difficultiesare connected
with the fact that the nonlinearities may lead to forma-

Nonsmoothsolutionsof hyperbolic systemsare computed
by a modified Fourier-Galerkin method. The described
approachis seen to give substantiallyimproved accuracy tion of shock discontinuities even when the initial data
comparedto more traditional methods. Discontinuitiesare are smooth. Tadmot [18], [19]provedthat it is possible
accuratelyresolvedalready on coarsegrids, and the fine- to maintain stable spectral approximations while retainstructure of structured solutions is resolved on relatively
ing spectral accuracy for nonlinear conservationlaws, by
coarsegrids as well. The accuracyis seento be of high application of his Spectral Viscosity method with approorder. and even for very long term integrationsthe global priate use of post-processing
filters.
error can be kept very small if the grid is sufficientlyreIn this paper we are concerned with the application
fined.
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I

of the modifiedFouriermethodpresented
in [9] and further developed
in [10].The methodis designed
for studying nonsmoothsolutionsof well-posedinitial value problems for systemsof hyperbolic equations, and is a shockcapturing method where generalized step-functions are
utilized in the spectral scheme as well as in the postprocessingof the numerical solutions. The idea of introducing step-functionsin the reconstructionof discontinu-

ousfunctions
wasinitiatedby Gottliebet al. [14],and has
beenfurtherdeveloped
in [1], [2], [3], [7], [8], [9], [10],and

Introduction

As is wellknown[4], spectralprojectionsof discontinuous [12].
functionsexhibit global oscillationswhich are particularly
strong near the discontinuities. This is known as the Gibbs
phenomenon.and the reducedaccuracyof spectralapproximations due to this oscillatory behavior, makes it necessary to modify traditional spectral methods. In particular. for solutionsof hyperbolic problemscontaining shock
discontinuities,the literature most often suggestsmodifications by application of various filtering techniques. It
has been shoxvnthat the computations may be stabilized
by such techniques,and that high order accuracymay be
recovered- at least away from the discontinuities.
For initial value problems for linear hyperbolic equa-

tions with discontinuous
initial data, Majda et al. [16]
proposeda modificationof the Fourier collocationmethod
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The generalizedstep-functionsutilized in the reconstruction of discontinuous2•r-periodic functions from truncated

Fourierseriesexpansions
in [9], [10]wereintroducedin [8],
andweredenotedby U•(•), n = 0, 1,2,.... On the interval
0 _<• < 2•r, the family of 2•r-periodicfunctionsU•(•) is
given by

(1)

V•(•)= (n+1)•
B•+•

'

whereBj(x), j = 1,2,... are the Bernoullipolynomials
[11]. The functionUn(•) is of finite regularityfor each

n = 1,2,...,withderivatives
Un(P)(•)=
Un-p(•)continuouseverywhere
forp - 0,..., n- 1,butwithL••)(•) =
U0(•) only piecewisecontinuouswith jump-discontinuities
of magnitude +1 at • = 2ra•r, m = 0,4-1, 4-2,.... In

fact, U0(•) is a saw-toothfunction,whichon the interval
(-2•r, 2•r) is givenby

(2)

v0() =

•(-,n--•)
if-2•-<•<0

z (•--()

if 0<(<2•-.
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Substituting
(5)into (8), wegetin viewof (3) that rio(t) -

higher
order
derivatives
U?)(•), p >_n + 1. TheFourier(uQ)0(t)and
coefficients
for the functionsU•(•), n = O,1,2,... aregiven
by

•

(3) (v•)0
=0, (u•)k
= 2•(ik)n+•
; k# 0.
2

Linear hyperbolic

problems

Q R •(t)e-i•x•(t)

(9)rib(t)
= (u•)•(t)+
• • •

,•#0.

•=0j=• 2•r(ik)'•+•

For N sufficiently large, approximate singularity loca-

tions and jumps can be computedfrom P•u(z, t) by the
reconstruction
algorithmdescribedin [8]. Alternatively
In this section we shall considernumerical solutionsof pe[5],
[10],
these
quantities
may be determinedby integratriodic initial value problems for linear hyperbolic systems
ing respectively,the characteristicequationsand the trans-

of the form

0u

0--•
+Lu = 0,
0

port equationsassociatedwith (4). When, in additionto
P•vu(z,t), the singularitylocationszi(t) and the corre-

sponding
jumpsay(t) occurring
in (5), (9) areknownfor
eacht, P.¾u•(z,t) can clearlybe determined
from (9).
Henceu(z, t) may be approximately
reconstructed
on the

subjectto nonsmooth
initial data u(x, 0) = u0(x). Here,

form(5)with uQ(x,t) replaced
by P•uQ(x,t). It follows
from [8]that for eacht the reconstructed
solutionis glob-

u = {u•..... u,•}T denotethe dependent
variables,
and allyO(N-(Q+I)) accurate.

A. B are given m x rn matrices with smooth coefficients
which are 2•r-periodic with respect to x. •Ve restrict our-

In view of the above considerations,it is reasonableto

seeknumericalsolutionsof (4) which accuratelyapproxselvesto studyingsolutionsu(x,t) of (4) whichfor each
imate PNu(x,t) in Fourierspace,eventhoughP.vu(x,t)
t are piecewise
smoothon [0,2•r]and 2•r-periodic
with re- by itself may not provide an accurate approximation for

spect to x.

Following[8].u(x. t) may for eacht > 0, for an arbitrarily given integer Q > 0 and for some finite integer _Rbe
written

u(•. t) = uO(•,t) + v(•,t),

the exact solution in physical space. This is the philosophy set forth in the modified Fourier method described in

[9], [10],whichcan be summarizedas follows:In (4) the
matricesA(x,t) and B(x,t) with smoothcoefficientsare
approximatedby PxA(x,t) and P•vB(x,t). i.e.

where
(2

(6)

R

V(x.t) = •y]ay(t)U,•(z-z•(t)).
n=0 j=l

Here. x : x•(t), j - 1,...,_R, denotethe characteristic
curvesassociatedwith (4) acrosswhich the solutionitself and/or some (or all) of its spatial derivativessuffer
jump-discontinuities. Each of these characteristiccurves
is passing through one of the initial singularity locations

at t: 0. In (5) a](t) denotes
thejumpin thenth spatial
derivativeof u across
x = xj (t) at the timet, andfor each then has a trigonometric polynomial solution
t the functionuC2(x,
t) is 2vr-periodic
andat leastQ times
continuouslydifferentiable everywhere with respect to x.
For any given even integer N > 0 and at each instant

t >_0, we may.to a piecewise
smoothsolutionu(x, t) of
(4). associatea truncatedFourierseries
3f/2-1

(7)

P•u(•,•):

•

ri•(t)••k•,

k=-N/2+l

(12)

u•½,t)=

•

•(t)• •,

k=-N/2+l

which constitutes an accurate numerical approximation to

PNu(x, t). When accurateinformationaboutthe solution
is needed,UN(X,t) is post-processed
by reconstruction
to
the form (5).
In caseswhere the coefficientsA,/• m'e independentof

where

(s)

3[/2--1

rib(t)
= •1•0
u(x,
t)•-•&.
2rr

x, we have

(13)

P•[L•vu2•¾_2]
= Lu.¾.
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The problem(11) is, therefore,in this casereadily seen 3

Nonlinear

conservation

laws

to be equivalentto the problem resulting from application

of the ordinaryFourier-Galerkinmethodto (4) in SN =

span{eik½
I - .55/2+ I _<k _<N/2-

1}. No numerical

dispersionor diffusionis introducedthrough the spatial
discretization

in this case.

If, on the other hand, A and B do depend on x, the

solutionu.¾ of (11) is formally seento dependon the
Fourier-Galerkinsolution 112N_2(X
, t) in S2N-2. To cir-

In this sectionwe shall considernumerical solutionsof periodic initial value problemsfor nonlinear conservationlaws
of the form

(18)

au
oW
+

f(u)= o.

Here,as in the preceding
section,u = {Ul,..., u,•}r denote the dependent variables. The given flux function

cumvent this difficulty. the modified Fourier method advo-

f = {fl,..., f,•}r isassumed
to besmooth
withrespect
to

catedin [9], [10]approximates112N_2(2
, t) at eachinstant

u. We continueto restrict ourselvesto studying solutions

t to theorderO(155
-(O+1))byde-truncating
UN(X,t). This u(x,t) of (18) whichfor eacht are piecewisesmoothon
is achieved by putting

[0,2•r]and 2•r-periodic
with respectto
We shall in this section

(14)a•(t):
Z Z 2•r(ik)n+l
' :55/2
_<
Ikl<_
x- 2.
n=03=l

consider

a modified

Fourier

method(partiallydiscussed
in [9])forstudyingsolutions
of
(18) containingshockdiscontinuities,adapting severalof

ux (x, t) by applicationof the reconstruction
algorithm[8],

the featuresdiscussedin the previoussection. The method
is geared at handling the propagation of shock-solutions,
but is not designedto accurately handle the processwhere
shocks are actually formed. In the short time interval

or by the method of characteristics.

where a shock is formed in an area where the solution

Here the approximatesingularitylocationsxj(t) and the

corresponding
jumpsay(t) are calculated
eitherfrom
The main featureof the modifiedmethod(11), (14) is
that it reduces to a minimum the numerical dispersion
and the numerical diffusionin the spectral approximation

ear-

lier was smooth, other methods may. therefore: be more

appropriate[18],[19].
Thus. we shall considerthe solutionof (18) subject
to initial data u(x. 0) = u0(x), where u0(x) is a 2•r-

u.v(x'.t) of the nonsmoothsolutionu(x, t). As pointedout
for the caseof variablecoefficients
in [6], [9],the standard periodic discontinuousfunction which is piecewisesmooth
Fourier-Galerkinmethodfor (4) introducesdispersiveand on [0,2•r],andwhichcorresponds
to someweakentropysodiffusive effectsby the way Lu is projected onto S.•-. This
lution of (18). We restrictourselves
to studyingsolutions
is expected to represent the major sourceof error for trau(x, t) of (18) in somefinite time intervalt 6 [0,T] which
ditional methods when dealing with nonsmoothsolutions is suchthat u(x, t) foreacht is piecewise
smoothon [0,2•]
and has no other shock discontinuities than those origi-

of (4).

The de-truncation(14) may alsoformallybe written

(15)

u2.v-2(x,
t) = uQ(x,t) • P2•v-29(x,
t)

nating from the initial ones. In this time interval, u(x. t)
then has a representationof the form (5) for someinteger

R, and for eachj = 1,..., R. x = xj(t) denotethe curves

where•(x, t) is an approximation
forV(x, t) in (5) and acrosswhichu(x, t) suffershockdiscontinuities.
0 (x,t) is an approximation
for•vuQ(x,t) determined Sincef(u) is assumedto be smoothwith respectto u,
H.V
it is clear that f(u(x,t)) is a piecewisesmoothfunction
by
with respectto x for eacht, if u(x, t) is piecewisesmooth
(16)
u•.(x,t) = ux(x,t)- PN•(x,t)
for eacht. The singularitiesfor f(u(x,t)) are dearly loIn view of (15), it followsthat (11) is formally approxi- cated at the samepointswhere u(x, t) is singular. Thus,
mately equivalent to
a representation
analogous
to (5) is valid

(17)

Ot

where G.¾ is the standard Fourier-Galerkin projection operator onto S.¾. Thus, the sourcesof numerical dispersion and numerical diffusion stemming from the spatial
discretization is, in the modified method, essentially lim-

(19)

f(u(x,t)) -- fc2(x,t) + W(x, t),

where,asusual.fO(x,t) denotes
theQ timescontinuously
differentiable
F:.•.rt;
and W(x, t) denotesthe singularpart.
We clearlyhaveW(x, t) -- 0 if V(x,t) _=0, but otherwise
the relations between the smooth and the singular parts

ited to the truncation error associated with L.v and to the

of f(u(x, t)) and u(x, t) are relativelycomplicated,in gendiscretization
of L•vuQ. As a result,accurateapproxima- eral. We shall, therefore, confine our discussionhere to
tionsfor discontinuous
solutionsof (1) can be obtainedon

the importantspecialcasewhereeachcomponentof f(u)

relatively coarsegrids.

is a quadraticformwith respectto u. i.e. fj(u) = u. Aju,

11'•
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j = 1..... m, whereAj are givenm x ra matrices.We then
for j -- 1..... m have that

L.(u(x,t)) = uQ(x,t).AuQ(,t)
(23)

+
j=l

(20)
Clearly.the first term on the right hand sidein (20) can

onlycontribute
to thesmooth
partfQ(x,t) off(u(x, t)). In

( {)

-

Here,U,•(•')is givenby (1) alsofor n = -1, and the constantC•,•,•,umayreadilybe determinedfrom(23). Moreover,if • = b, (23) is valid when•-b
and b-•, are

general,however.the last threetermsin (20) all contribute replacedby 0+ and 0-, respectively. The Fourier coeffiwith the last term in (20) are therefore
to boththesmoothpart fQ(x,t) andto thesingular
part cientsassociated
readilyobtainablein view of (3).
W(x. t) of f(u(x, t)).
In order to be able to calculate

a numerical

solution

of

(18) whichaccuratelyapproximates
Psru(x,t) in Fourier
space, we again note that a trigonometric polynomial

4

Linear numerical

examples

u.v(x.t) givenby (12) and representinga shock-solution, In this section, the performance of the method described
may be accurately reconstructed as

(21)

vx(x,t)=u Q

•r(x,t).

in section 2 is demonstrated by applications to one test
problem with constant coefficients and one with variable
coefficients. For the cases considered, the Fourier coeffi-

cients correspondingto the numerical solution u.v deter-

Again,•r(x.t)is anapproximation
forV(x,t) determinedmined by (11) are advancedin time by applyinga (4)5
by the reconstructionalgorithmdescribedin [8], and

u• (x t) isgivenby(16).

order Runge-Kutta method with step size control due to

Dormandand Prince [15]. The producttermstreatedby

A numericalsolutionux(x, t) of (18) whichaccurately the de-truncationmethod are computedby employing2Napproximates
Pxu(x, t) in Fourierspacemaytherefore[9] point FFT. Bv Method I we shall refer to solutions with

be calculatedby solvingthe followinginitial valueproblem

__

0
au.,v
-+•-•
[P.vf(viv)]
=0
0):

singularity locations and jumps determined by the characteristic equations and the transport equations, respectively, and by Method 2 we shall refer to solutions where
the reconstructionalgorithm is utilized instead.
The first test case considered

is the linear constant

efficientproblem
The spatial discretization of the nonlinear terms rele-

vant for the semi-discrete
formulation(22) is of particular interest here. For quadratic nonlinear terms, we note
that the projection of the first term on the right hand

•

sidein (20) may be accuratelycalculatedby the standard
Fourier-Galerkin projection in S5• of a product of smooth
functions. The projections of the second and the third

u2

-

1 0

•

(24)
•2

where

term on the right hand sidein (20) correspondto the approximateprojectionspresentedfor the linear case(11),

0

where an approximation for the product of a smooth function and a singular function was handled by de-truncation.

1

=

For the last term in (20), we notethat a productof piece-

1+0.1sin[a-(z-2.5)]

O_<x<2
2<x<2.5

2.5 <x <3.5

wise polynomials is itself a piecewisepolynomial. The last
term is clearly a linear combinationof productsof the type

1

3.5<x<4

Uk(x - ?)Uz(x - la), and if we let K = k + I and let

0

4<x<2•-,

be any two constantssuch that 7 • b, then the following
relations

can be shown to hold:

The solutionof (24) is readily foundto be givenby
1

(26)

u•(x,t)= •[g(x+t)+g(x-t)],

co-
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Figure 1: Computedsolutionof (24), N = 64,Q = 1.

(27)

1
. t) = 5[g(xt)-

+

Consequently.the singularitiesin g(x) are transported
with half their initial strength along the characteristic
curves x-tc• and x+tc2. Thus for t > 0 fixed,
the solution normally will have 8 singularity locations on

[0.2rr), with jump discontinuities
in the derivativesat locations distinct from the points where the solution itself
is discontinuous.As pointed out in section 2, the numeri-

i

i

128144

Figure 2: Maximum RMS-error in the two computedsolution componentsof (24).

however,
that Method2 appeared
to be O(N -•) accurate
for the case Q - 0, R - 8, i.e. when all the singularity
locations

where counted

as discontinuities.

For the caseQ = 1, we first note that the application of
the reconstruction algorithm with 8 singularity locations
requires 24 Fourier coefficientswith positive wave numbers. Method 2, therefore, does not apply for N = 32
in this case. In order to reflect the asymptotic behavior
of Method 2, the correspondingstraight lines in Figure 2

cal solutionu.v of (24), (25) obtainedfrom (11) is for this

were fitted to the error data obtained for N = 128,144. 192

case equivalent to the Fourier-Galerkin solution, and we
actually have ux -- P.vu.

where the last point is not includedin the figure. From the

The consideredexample(24), (25) is primarily intended
as a demonstration of the accuracy of the reconstruction

algorithm [8] for piecewisesmoothsolutionson the form
(5) from knowledgeof P,¾u. The reconstructedsolution
is plotted in Figure 1 and error results for Method 1 and
Method 2 are presented in Figure 2, where straight lines
are fitted to the error data by meansof least squarelinear
regression.
As pointed out in section2, we would expect the recon-

structedsolutionto be O(N-(Q+z)) accurate,
andsince
the solution in this caseis seento have no jump discontinuities in its secondderivative, we would actually expect
to do even better for Q = 1. For Method 1, these presumptionsare clearly confirmedby the results in Figure

2 wherethe accuracyappearsto be at leastO(N -•) for
Q = 0 andat leastO(N -3) for Q = 1. As for Method2,

obtainedresults,Method2 appearsto be at leastO(N -3)
accurate.

As our next example, we considerthe problem
Ou

(28)

Ou

0'-•
+ a(x)•--•x
: 0,u(x,0): b(x),

where

(29)
b(x)
={1+0.1sin
4(•.-•)
0<x<2
0

2<x<2•r

and where

(30) a(x)=

1 0<x<2

l+c[(x-2)(x-4)]
1

2

2<x<4

4_<x < 2•r.

we note that no convergence
is achievedwith Q -- 0, i.e.,
Here, c is a constant for which we have considered two
when the discontinuitiesare the only singularitylocations
different
values:c = 0.1 andc = 0.2. The solutionof (28)
counted(R = 4). In this casethe reconstruction
algorithm
is given by
is not accurate due to the presenceof the discontinuities
in the derivatives

at locations distinct from the locations

of the discontinuities
in the functionitself [8]. We note,

• a(r)'
dr
(31)u(x,t)=
B(O(x)t) where
O(x)=

114
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Figure 3: Computedsolutionof (28), N = 64,c = 0.2
INlethod 2)

Figure 4: Absolute error in computed discontinuity location, c = 0.2.
0.1

,

t=2.0

and where B(•) is the ¸(2•r)-periodicfunctionwhich is
suchthat B(O(z)) = b(z). Sincea(x) is positiveevery-

0.01

where, this constitutes a wave propagating to the right

retainingessentiallythe form of b(x). For c > 0, however. the solutionis modified by a stretchingin the interval
2 < x < 4, where the amount of stretching is determined
by the magnitude of c. The wave regainsits original form

after its trailing front has passedx = 4. When a(x) is
replacedby Pxa(x), the exactsolution(31) of (28) hasfor
each t jump discontinuities at two distinct points in each
period. while there are no jumps in its first three derivatives. In the computations we therefore let Q = 0. The
time range for the computations correspondsto somewhat
more than five time periods for the choicec -- 0.2. A plot of
the computed solution after approximately five periods is
shown in Figure 3. Figure 4 showsthe error in the discontinuity location computed in Method 2, and corresponding
to the leading front of the wave.

0.0001

the results shownin Figure 5 and Figure 6 for Method 1
indicate the above expected accuracy. We note, however,

that the effectof the oscillatorybehaviorof P•va(x) relative to the exact valuesof a(x) is not accountedfor by the

o
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Figure 5: Calculated error for the computed solution of

(28).
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O(.Y-2) accuratein L2(0,2rr). Consequently
weshould,a

corresponding
to the exacta(x) and not to P•Ta(x),and

,

c=0.1
c=0.2
c=0.1
c=0.2

...

tiable function which hasjump discontinuitiesin its second

priori, not expect the computed solution to be more accurate than that. In the implementation of Method 1 we have
calculated the singularity locationsfrom the characteristics

1,
1,
2,
2,

o.ool

From (30), a(x) is seento be a continuouslydifferen-

derivative. Hence[4], the approximationby P•va is only

,

Method
Method
Method
Method

Method2, c=0.2 ....
ß
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:::::::::::::::::::::::::::::12'N**(-2.3)
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aboveL2 argument.x,
Ve may,therefore,hopefor a faster
convergence
than O(N -2) for Method2. This is actually Figure 6: Calculated error for the computed solution of
confirmedby the resultsshownin Figures5 and 6. In view

(28).
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of these results, we may anticipate a similar improvement
in accuracy for Method I if it is based on the characteris-

u, t=1.1

o

exact solution

.......

tics corresponding
to PNa(x).
In order to avoid instabilities

for Method

2 within

the

time range consideredwe had, in the computations, to disregard a few of the highest order Fourier coefficientsin u•v
when we applied the reconstruction algorithm for the detruncation at eachtime step. This is donesincethe highest
order modes were polluted with errors which presumably
stemmedfrom the numerical dispersionresulting from the
relatively slow convergenceof P.¾a. An alternative way
of stabilizing the computations is, presumably, to utilize
some weak filtering.

0.5
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Figure7: Computedsolutionof (32). N = 16.

5

Nonlinear

numerical

examples

As our first nonlinear example to be solved numerically
bv the method described in section 3, we take the widely
used test casewhich is normally referred to as the inviscid
Burgers equation:

/32)

+

,

,

u. t=2.0
exact solution

o
.......

0.5

=o

u(x. O) = uo(x) = sin(x).
For this casethe solutionu(x, t) developsoneshockin each
period. starting at t = 1 with an infinitely steepgradient at
the point x: 7r, and then at later times t > 1 the solution
has a jump discontinuity at the same location. In order
to prevent nonlinear instabilities from ruining the computations during the transition from a smooth solution to a

solutionwith shocks,the numericalsolutionu2,¾(x,t) of
(32) has been computedby the Fourier-Galerkinmethod
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Figure 8: Computedsolutionof (32), N = 16.

augmented with the spectral vanishing viscosity regular-

ization [18]in the time intervalup until the shockdiscontinuity has formed. At later times, the method described are computed at each time step applying the reconstrucin section 3 is applied and is seen to be more accurate tion algorithm[8]. Sincethe exact solutionhas no jumps
especially for long term integrations on relatively coarse in its derivatives,the method is implemented with Q = 0.
grids.
Plots of the computed solution are shown in Figures 7 and
In order to know when the proceduredescribedin section 8. Figures 9 and 10 show the error in the computed solu3 should be invoked, the question of how one can decide tion in logarithmic scale. Note that the peaks in the error
from the knowledgeof u2.¾when a shock has appeared in shownin Figure 9 are due to the insufficientresolution of
the solution must be answered. For this purpose we have the curved structure close to the shock at t = 1.1 rather
implementeda shock-testwhich is basedon the assumption than to remaining Gibbs oscillations. In fact, at t = 2.0
that the highest order modes of the truncated series u•v where this curved structure is no longer present, the error
contains sufficiently accurate information about the shock is evenlyspreadthroughoutthe domain(Figure 10). This
shortly after it has formed. As soon as the discontinuity indicates that the shocklocation and the shock strength
has been detected the computations are carried on by the
are accurately determined in the calculations.
method described in section 3 on the coarsergrid correOur final test case is an initial value problem for the
spondingto u.¾. The discontinuitylocationand the jump
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shallowwater equations

0
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Ot

32

--

0

--

•u• +

Ox

th'u2

(33)

32 = h(x) att = 0.

0.01

Here, uI correspondsto the velocity and u• to the depth,
while g is the constant accelerationof gravity. As our initial condition we choosethe symmetric bell-shaped func-

0.001

tion
0.0001

,

h0 0<x<•r/2

h(x)=

•

ho+ C[(x- 5)(-• - x)]4 7r/2< x < 37r/2

1 e-05

h0
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(34)

37r/2 < x < 27r,

where h0 is the depth of the undisturbedwater, and C •
0 is a constant

Figure 9: Pointwise error in computed solution, t = 1.1

which

determines

the size of the initial

surface elevation, which is seen to have its maximum at

x = •r. With the symmetricinitial condition(34), the 2•periodicsolutionof (33) is alsoseento givethe physical
relevantsolutionof the problem(33) when fixed walls are
introduced

at x = 0 and x = 2•r.

When the system is released,the initial surfaceelevation
first descendsand then splits into two symmetric waves
traveling in oppositedirections,leaving a region of undisturbed water between them. The velocity develops into

an N-wave[20]with zerovelocityat the symmetrypoint
x = 7r (Figure 11). Due to the effectof nonlinearity,the
wavessteepenand eventually break, i.e. shockdiscontinuities form in the correspondingweak entropy solution of

0.01

(33).
In the computations we let h0 = 0.5, and C was chosen to correspond to a maximum initial surface elevation

o.ool

of 0.2.
o.oool
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Figure 10: Pointwise error in computed solution, t = 2.0

The

standard

Fourier-Galerkin

method

with

de-

aliasingwas used for computing the solution u•v up until
wave breaking occurred. Spectral viscosityregularization
was not added in the pre-shockcomputationsin this test
case, since the solution computed by the Fourier method
appears to be much less prone to nonlinear instabilities
during the transition to a discontinuoussolution than for
the Burgersequation.
Shortly before the formation of the shocks,however,the
highestorder modesin uN are polluted and therefore do
not contain sufficiently accurate information for the reconstruction algorithm to be applied. An integer parameter D
has thus been introduced, and a shock criterion has been
implementedbased on the highest order modesin UN-2D
instead, from which also approximate shocklocations were
computed. By observingthat the correspondingcomputed
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Figure 11: Computedsolutionof (33), N = 32.
shock locations for depth and velocity, respectively, approach each other as the shocksare formed, shocksin the
computationswere consideredto have been formed in the
solution when those computed location pairs were dose
enough. In the computations reported here for N = 64
and N = 128, D was set to 10 and 25, respectively. At
the instant t = rs, where the discontinuities were detected
accordingto this criterion, the reconstructionof u.v on the

Figure 12: Computedsolutionof (33), N = 32.

0.8

ul, t=1.34 •
u2, t=1.34 ......

0.6

0.4

form (21) was invoked. From this time on the computations were continued by the procedure describedin section
3 with Q -- 0. We remark here that a weak filtering of the

smooth
part uc•
at t = t• ' andat subseN of the solution
quent times, was necessaryto stabilize the computations;
and for that purposean 8th order exponentialcuff-offfilter
was implemented.
Plots of the computed discontinuoussolution are shown
in Figures 12-15. Figures 12 and 13 are approximately 0.1
time units after the shockswhere detected. Figure 14 is
shortly before the shock waves collide, and Figure 15 is
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coefficients

•
......
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We have, in this paper, presented applicationsof a modified Fourier method for computing nonsmooth solutions
of hyperbolic problems. The numerical solution is sought
as an accurate approximation for the truncated Fourier
series associated with the exact solution. By utilizing
step-functions,the nonsmoothsolution is accurately reconstructed from its truncated spectral approximation. The
reconstructed solution is used to avoid numerical dispersion and diffusion in connection with the computation for
variable
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Conclusions

1.8

Figure 13: Computedsolutionof (33), N -- 128.

after the collision.
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and nonlinear

terms.

The described

approach is seen to give substantially improved accuracy
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Figure14: Computedsolutionof (33), N - 128.
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compared to more traditional methods.
We would. finally, like to give a brief remark on the post-

processing
of the numericalsolutions.Referringto (21),
we recall that when the discontinuitiesare accuratelycaptured, the global error is mainly due to the truncation error

associated
withuc½In thecases
wherefiniteregularity
of

linear terms in spectral methods. Technical Report
STFll F91053, SINTEF Multiphase Flow Laboratory, Trondheim, 1991.
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reasonableto expect that the global error could be further
Q In
improvedby additionalpost-processing
appliedto Uiv.

[9] K.S. Eckhoff. On discontinuoussolutions of hyper-

this connection,
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by Vandeven[17]and

bolic equations. Cornput. Methods Appl. Mech. En-

the Gegenbauerreconstruction method due to Gottlieb et

grg., (116):103-112,1994.
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